CALL FOR ABSTRACTS: DEADLINE JANUARY 30th, 2018
11th FESET Seminar – 07-09 may 2018 - AARHUS – Denmark

Ethical dilemmas in Socio-Educational Care Work: Challenges in a rapidly
changing World.
At the end of the last FESET seminar “Invisible Person, making humans, communities and social
professionals more visible” started a general debate conducting to this idea:
Ethic has to be more in the center of our reflection and action in socio educational care work.
- Partnership between educators and students is central, there should be effective dialogue about aims
and values. It seems important to define our personal and professional values and to consolidate our
professional statute.
-Two positions are in presence: “being normative” or/and “being ethical”. Our 2018 seminar concerns
the following “being ethical, because there is no single truth”.
-Ethical challenges are contemporary challenges in a societal context where artificial intelligence
connected with managerial practices become standards for automatic decision taking. Is there place
for ethics in such processes?
FESET propose thus a Focus on Ethics for the next seminar in Aarhus.
Contributors are invited and encouraged to reflect on the diversity of social pedagogical approaches
and on theoretical thinking to promote innovative socio-educational learning and care work practices
concerning those “ethical dilemmas in socio-educative work in a rapidly changing world”.

Your abstract will concern two possible activities:
•

•

WORKSHOP: proposition for an oral presentation of 20 minutes in the frame of a workshop
that will include two or three different communications connected with the theme “Ethical
dilemmas…” with the same time for short discussion.
FORUM: proposition for a forum that means a short proposition of a subject (max 15
minutes) connected with the subject “Ethical dilemmas…” finishing with three main questions.
Those questions will start a collective discussion or debate (around 60 minutes) with the
audience, regulated by an animator.

After the seminar, the peer-reviewed European Journal of Social Education will publish articles
related to Seminar presentations. The Journal's editorial team will be available to advise and support
potential contributors in Aarhus.

Deadlines for abstracts are:

Submission of abstracts: January 15th, 2018
Approval of submissions: February 28th, 2018
Early bird registration deadline: March 30th, 2018
Late online registration: May 1th, 2018
Article submission deadline (optional): June 15th, 2018

Please send your proposition: title, abstract text (max 300 words), extended text and short
bibliography (max 1000 words). Registration will be opening from November 13th on the website
http://www.feset.org.
The file name to include the author’s name(s). The process of acceptance is first to submit your text to
the programme committee, and it will then be referred for peer review. Following this, if it is accepted,
you will be informed for the 28th February. If any changes are required or if it is rejected, you will receive
a short summary giving the reasons for this decision also for the 28th February.

INSTRUCTIONS AND GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS
•
•
•

Abstract text: 300 words max
Extended abstract included short bibliography 1000 words max
choosing between 3 to 5 keywords in the list proposed in the tool: ethic of care, ethic of
responsibility, service users, communities, welfare systems, management, social professional status,
creative methods, values in education systems, values in socio-educational work, co-creation, social
marginalization, decision making, minorities, vulnerability, practical ethic, ethical dilemma, ethic of
organizations, curriculum reform, gender, social control, practical ethics,

We thank you in advance for your contribution !
The seminar program committee

